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Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (97-4474)
FROM: SAC, TAMPA (105-347) (P)

DATE: 10/2/67
SUBJECT: MOVIMIENTO INSURRECCIONAL DE RECUPERACION REVOLUCIONARIA (MIRR)
IS - CUBA
NM (OO: MIAMI)


On 8/7/67, TP 183-S advised that he had heard of no recent activity by this group in Tampa.

On 8/22/67, TP 52-S advised he had received no information indicating any planned activity on the part of this group in the Tampa area.

On 8/20/67, TP 52-S advised that ENRIQUE SOMEILLAN, Coordinator of MIRR in Tampa, has purchased a home at 2917 16th St., in Tampa and has moved to that address from 1515 10th Avenue, Tampa. Source also advised that as in the past, SOMEILLAN's home will continue to serve as the local headquarters for captioned organization.

LEAD

TAMPA DIVISION

AT TAMPA, FLORIDA

Will continue to follow, on a regular basis, activities of captioned organization and submit any significant activities in form suitable for dissemination.
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